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Toolkit for a
School Route Review
A step by step guide
to running a
School Route Review
Help us create a walking nation
We are Living Streets Cymru, part of the UK charity for everyday
walking and the people behind the Walk to School Campaign.
We’ve got a big ambition: that every child that can, walks to school.

Useful links
Run your own School Route Review
livingstreets.org.uk/who-we-are/wales
Advertise your event – download a poster to put up at school.
Invite parents, Councillors and local residents – download template
letters in Welsh or English.

Living Streets - Walk to School
livingstreets.org.uk/what-we-do/walk-to-school

Living Streets - WOW Walking Challenge
livingstreets.org.uk/what-we-do/projects/wow

Living Streets - Park and Stride Guide
livingstreets.org.uk/media/2035/park-and-stride-print.pdf

Active Travel Act
wales.gov.uk/active-travel

Sustrans - Active Journeys
sustrans.org.uk/active-journeys-school-wales

The Daily Mile
thedailymile.co.uk/

Keep Wales Tidy
keepwalestidy.cymru

If you would like this toolkit or further information by email please
contact wales@livingstreets.org.uk
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What is
A School Route Review is a great way of discovering some
of the things that might stop families walking to school.
It can be carried out by a school or Local Authority or even a group
of parents or governors who want to look at the walking routes to their
school.
You can organise a review with a school group fairly quickly and easily.
But you might want to involve other groups who can help improve the
walking environment.
If you want to involve more people it might take a couple of weeks to
prepare to make sure you get the right people along. On the day of the
review you might be out for 30 minutes to an hour, depending on the
route you choose.

If you are interested in arranging a more in-depth event with a wider
group of stakeholders Living Streets can help.
Step 1 - Prepare

. Gather a team, decide which

routes to walk, prepare your risk
assessment and checklist, then
invite people to join in.   

Step 2 - Review

. Review the pavements and paths
that lead to the school, look out
for obstacles and things you
like along the way.

Step 3 - Report

. Come up with a list of issues and

some ideas for making the walk
better, write them up and share them.
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Why carry out
A School Route Review can be an important step in improving the
walking environment and so help get more families walking to and from
school.
Gathering information from the people who know the area will provide
the best picture of what it is like to walk the routes you are going to
review.

You will discover what actually happens on the walk to and from
school and what families think.

t always stop at
“The bus doesn’
the zebra crossing”
Malpas Court Primary School Pupil
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St Mellons Church in Wales Primary School Teac

The information you’ve gathered on the School Route Review can be
used to help decide what changes need to be made to the walking
environment and also how to go about making them happen. It can be
part of your school travel plan and support your Healthy School Award.
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You can gather lots of evidence to support changes that you think
will make the walking environment safer.

Invite the people who plan and build the improvements for better
results.

“Talking to families about where they
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we may need to put another crossing in”
Cardiff Local Authority
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Step
School Route Review Team
Decide who is going to lead on the School Route Review.

. The Head Teacher – they can help you to get the whole school
community involved.
. Eco Council – you will start off with a good understanding of the
benefits of improving the walking environment.
. A parent or school governor – they might bring a new perspective to
the School Route Review.

Who is going to be on the team?
Eco Council, Junior Road Safety Officers, School Council,
parents, governors, teachers or teaching assistants.
Around 8 –12 people is a good size for the team.
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Think about why they might want to be involved and what experience
and skills they can bring. Try and get people from outside the school
involved, as well as this can give you a better understanding of what is
going on in the neighbourhood and how the School Route Review can
benefit the whole community.

“Planting flowers here will make it a
nicer place to stop and chat to friends”
Malpas Court Primary School Pupil

Publicity
Let people know that you are going to run a School Route Review
and why.
Think of as many different people as you can to invite. Write to parents,
neighbours, governors, your Local Authority, road safety team and
PCSO’s, or use the poster to advertise the event. Check out the useful
links page.

“Listening to the School Crossing Patrol
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mornings was a real eye opener!”
Caerphilly County Borough Council
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Preparation

. C hoosing your route.

	Get your team together to decide which paths to review – see our
classroom idea on page 8.

. How big a group can carry out a School Route Review?

	You’ll be stopping along the way so think about the size of the group
– are there narrow pavements or places you can stop and talk?

. Risk assessment

	It’s a good idea to do the risk assessment at the same time of day
as you plan to do the Review.
If the school has a risk assessment template use it to list and assess
the issues you may come across. If you don’t have a template you
can prepare a table of potential problems, where they are, who 		
could be affected, how you can minimise the risks and what action
you can take if that problem occurs. It is very important that your
	risk assessment is suitable for the age of people attending, so your
own school risk assessment is the best one to use.

. H ow you will record your findings along the route?

If you’re taking photos check everyone is ok if you share them later.
	
	
You could appoint a note taker to make sure good ideas are
remembered. How about recording your questions and answers –
radio interview style!

. Think about the things that encourage people to walk and what
puts them off.
What do you like and dislike and what can be changed?
See our classroom idea on page 8.

. Select a time and date that will suit the team best.

	During school time is better and try to avoid times when the roads are
very busy.
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Classroom ideas
It’s a good idea to do some classroom preparation for your School Route
Review so here are a couple of ideas to get you going.

Which way to walk to school? Idea 1
Use the lesson plan to map out the
route as a team. Create a map of the
area around your school including
the paths and roads you use to travel
to school.
Then plot where people live so you can
see which routes are most popular.
Are walking routes away from the roads?
Do you know of any shortcuts?

Why walk and why not? Idea 2
Find out what people like about walking
to school and what they are not so keen
on. Ask each other questions, ask
teachers and your family too.
Then start a list of things you will look for
on the walk that you think can be better.
Are pavements wide enough and
accessible for everyone, what about
bins, leaves or ice?
Are there signs to tell drivers there is a
school or speed limit, could you design some?
Are there enough crossings, is it always safe to cross?
What is the speed and behaviour of traffic like around the school?
Do you feel safe walking to school, are the routes well-lit?
Are the cars parked safely, can you see evidence of pavement parking?
Is there too much litter, dog mess or graffiti, what could be done?

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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Lesson plan
This activity is suitable for school children of all ages.
Age 4 – 7 – children work on a simple map of the area around the
school to show how they travel to school.
Age 7 – 11 – children make a map of the area around the school
showing the roads and paths along which they travel.

.

Learning objectives:
To be able to work as a team
to create a local map of journeys
to school;
To understand the importance
of teamwork;
To know some of the benefits
of walking.

.
.

Resources:
Large sheets of paper (with a pre-drawn outline map of the area for
Scissors
Drawing paper
Coloured pencils
Age 4 – 7)

.

.

.

Whole class learning:
Ask children, how did you travel to school today?
Why is it better to walk rather than travel in the car?
Take a few suggestions:
Answers could include:
It keeps us healthy, you can talk to friends and family;
It helps the environment;
It helps us learn about road safety and it helps us to learn about our
local area;
Pick up on the idea of helping the environment.

.
.
.
.
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Lesson plan
Age 7 – 11 – as a group make a list of what to include on the map.
Include modes of transport, road crossings, interesting features along
the way.
Independent/paired activity:
Age 4 – 7 – draw a picture of who they come to school with which they
then cut out and place on the map along their route to school.
Age 7 – 11 – one or two pairs of children take responsibility for drawing
the map. The others draw features to cut out and place along the map.

.
.

Plenary:
Bring the class together to look at the maps;
Link this back to the earlier discussion that if you try and walk to
school, even just sometimes or part of the journey, all your small
actions will add up to make a big difference!
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Step 2 - walking the walk
Just before you go



Revisit the risk assessment.
If you carried out the risk assessment at a different time or on a different
day of the week, it’s worth checking again.

Remember what it’s like at the start and end of the school day.
Are there buses? Any delivery lorries?

If you’ve got a checklist of things to look out for it can help.
Remind people what sort of things might be useful to make a note of.
Make sure you’ve got everything you need to record your findings.
Pens, papers, map, camera….
Will you review the route in the rain?
Can you route review in the rain?
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Carrying out

The school gate is always a good place to start, it will be quieter when
you carry out your School Route Review so you may be able to spot
things that are less visible at busier times.
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at the start and
 unning a School Route Review
R
t it’s a good
end of the school can be tricky bu
n’t a few of
idea to know what it’s like. Why do
l gates at a
you do a mini review at the schoo
you’ve seen.
busy time and report back what

. Do cars come into the school gates you walk through?
. Play detective! Are there clues on the ground that tell you anything
about what it’s like at different times of the day?

. Stop and discuss what you see. Do you all agree?

	
T
 hink about dropped kerbs for example. Does how you travel to
school make you see things differently?

. Are there examples of things you’d like to see more of?
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Step 3

How to use what you’ve found.
You will have gathered lots of useful information. Think about how you
will share what you’ve found and who with.
You could write a report, make a list of the issues you found, make a
video, prepare an assembly or invite the people who’ve taken part in the
Review back for a meeting.
What happens next?
The School Route Review will have helped you identify some actions
that can be taken to make the walk to and from school more enjoyable.
There could be some quick wins.
Litter picks can make a big difference and are easy to arrange.
Keep Wales Tidy have lots of useful information and may be able
to help.
There could be some surprising finds.
Local people may be able to help find sites for a Park and Stride
scheme, where you park away from the school and walk the last bit.
Or you might think that some bigger scale improvements are
needed.
Crossings, repairs, new signs, speed limits and dropped kerbs will need
to be funded.
14

The bigger things

. If the Local Authority is looking at walking routes in your area they
might find your results useful.
. The School Route Review could help you make the case for a new
crossing point or 20mph.
. Are any new developments being planned? Can the report be used
to help make sure walking routes are in the right place?
. Send your results to the governors, Local Authority or your local
Councillors, who can help find the budget to make improvements.

Carrying out a School Route Review should have got the whole school
talking about walking so maybe with a little bit of extra support, more
families will now feel able to start walking to school.
What about those that live too far away to walk?
Finding a space away from the school where cars can be parked can
cut congestion around the school gate and enable more families to walk
part of the route to school.
Living Streets have a handy Toolkit which can help you Park and Stride,
find this in useful links page.

Making things happen, some suggestions



Quick wins.
You could organise a litter pick, design a poster encouraging
considerate parking.



Bigger things.
Contact your Local Authority and arrange a meeting to discuss your
Start walking.
Sign up to a Walking Challenge.
Have a look at the Park and Stride Toolkit.

findings. Hold a public meeting to find out who else in the community
might be able to help. Get in touch with one of the organisations in the
useful links page for more help with your walk to school.
15
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Malpas Court Prim

Case study
An urban school in the midst of housing estates, with pupils drawn
from a relatively small catchment area. The school is a 10-minute walk
from the canal path which provides a walking and cycling route into the
centre of Newport.

Hands Up Survey
Walk –70
Bike/Scoot – 3
Car –103
Bus – 4

Malpas Court Primary School is within a Communities First area and
works with Communities First staff on a number of physical activity and
community initiatives. The school is accessed through gates facing on
to a fairly narrow two-way road with a 20mph speed limit.

Pre - audit
We worked closely with the Eco Council to prepare for the School
Route Audit. During two lunchtime sessions we explored the reasons
for conducting an audit, who we should involve and why walking to
school was a good thing to encourage. The Eco Council then assisted
with a whole school assembly during which the hands up survey was
conducted.
Two audits were held with the direction of the route being determined
by the participants. The first was with the Eco Council and the second
included the school caretaker, a parent, Communities First Staff, a
governor and councillors.
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Key Audit findings
Some quick wins were identified: a litter pick, cutting back overgrowth
and repainting of road markings.
The number of cars outside school impacts on local residents and
at times obstructs those using the bus stop. Parking on verges and
pavements infringes on the walking environment and has significant
safety implications. Pavement parking however is the norm in the area,
the roads are relatively narrow and there is little off street parking.
As there is limited space for parking, reducing the number of car
journeys is a key recommendation.

Learning point - working with pupils
Working closely with school’s Eco Council allowed them to understand
the audit process, the reasoning behind it and fully engage in the
activity. They were quick to identify problems and were creative with
solutions. Some walk to school and some don’t. Their day to day
experiences offer insight into some of the reasons behind travel choices.
‘The buses don’t always stop for us to use the zebra crossing’
‘A wall over there is good for sitting on on the way home’
‘Planting flowers to make the walk to school more pleasant’

Post audit
The School Route Audit Report will be presented to the Local Authority
and other stakeholders as well as to the school. Initial indications are
that the engagement of key stakeholders in the process from the start
will enable the more straightforward changes to happen fairly rapidly.
Communities First are funding one year of WOW, Living Streets year
round walk to school challenge. This should enable the school to
capitalise on the interest raised by the School Route Audit pilot project.
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St Mellons Church in Wales
Primary School - Cardiff
Case study
A small semi-urban faith school with a wider catchment area than its
neighbour Pen-y-Bryn. The two schools share a site and access to both
schools is on a narrow two-way road with a 30mph speed limit.
Within five minutes’ walk there is a small shopping centre and the
Library Hub, in the other direction a local church. The pupils walk to use
the Library facilities and the walk to the Church is part of the school’s
regular routine. The audits looked at parts of both of these routes as well
as the road outside the school.

Hands Up Survey
Walk – 33
Bike/Scoot – 1
Car –75
Bus – 0

Pre - audit
A number of initial meetings were held involving a wide range of
stakeholders. The Head Teacher facilitated meetings with parent
governors, staff, Local Authority staff with responsibility for highway
engineering and road safety and Councillors. The school staff who
engaged were ones who lived locally and walked to school and as such
were well placed to help identify audit routes.

Key Audit findings
There was some discussion on whether it was possible to facilitate safe
parking close to the school and whether the road could be made one
way to ease traffic flow and stop vehicles having to reverse.
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The speed limit on the road is 30mph and participants reported that
despite the narrowness of the road vehicles appear to travel too fast.
There are no road crossings and where there are dropped kerbs these
are often blocked by cars. Conversations were had with a number of
local residents who reported their drive ways also being blocked by cars
at pick up and drop off times.

Learning point - parent and carer involvement
The stakeholder audit comprised school staff, governors, Local Authority
staff with responsibility for active travel and parents from both schools.
The mix of stakeholders provided a rich learning experience for all.
One participant was a wheelchair user and their experience of
negotiating obstacles and using the existing pavement and crossings
highlighted significant flaws in the current design. Some of the journey
to school had to be done on the road due to pavements being blocked
by cars, bins or access on and off being too difficult. Parents with
different journeys to school offered radically different ideas to address
the problem of congestion around the school at drop off and pick up
times.

Post audit
Raising awareness of the impact parking behaviour has on pupil safety
and the local neighbourhood is one of the simpler measures that could
be undertaken and the children expressed an interest in designing signs
and posters that could be used.
Parents identified a potential car park location for a Park and Stride
scheme. The Local Authority were engaged from the beginning and are
open to reviewing plans having experienced the walking environment
first-hand with those who use it on a daily basis. Some of the findings
will feed into the Integrated Network Map planning for the Active
Travel Act.
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Nant-y-Parc
Case study
A semi-rural school at the top of a small valley town, a relatively high
number of children walk to and from school and a significant proportion
travel by bus. The valley used to be a deer park for the gentry of Cardiff,
it’s now populated with small towns and is home to the National Miners
Memorial which is next to the school.

Hands Up Survey
Walk –86
Bike/Scoot – 2
Car –63
Bus – 14

The school sits back from the small main road through the town.
Access to the school gates is for the most part on a pavement alongside
a driveway. Staff enter this way to the car park and whilst parents are not
meant to drive up, it was reported that they do.

Pre - audit
Meetings with staff, governors and pupils were held in the weeks leading
up to the School route audit. The Local Authority provided a copy of the
School Travel Plan and maps of the local walking and cycling network.
Sessions were held with the School Council and Eco Council during
which they mapped the local area, highlighting where they lived and
how they got to school. We also explored their reasons for wanting to
walk to school and some of the barriers. They identified lots of positive
reasons for walking.
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Key Audit findings
Access to the school gate is through a front gate with a step and no
pavement. There is a small space for parking cars immediately in front
of it. Delivery vehicles were observed reversing up the driveway. On the
main road there are few parking restrictions and some of those that are
there are not observed. The location of the bus stops and the fact that
they are obstructed by cars means that there are often bottlenecks at
the beginning and end of the school day.

Learning point - Stakeholder involvement
The significant role that a School Crossing Patrol Officer can play
around the school gate was well illustrated at Nant-y-Parc. They are not
just seeing families safely across the road. They have comprehensive
understanding of the issues, as they see them day in day out.
They raise driver awareness of the impact of their behaviour, they liaise
with the Road Safety Team and are a key part of the School Team.
The stakeholder audit covered relatively little ground in terms of steps
walked but the knowledge of those involved enabled the key issues in
terms of access to school to be identified.

Post audit
The children identified areas that would benefit from a litter pick and felt
that this would make the walk to and from school more enjoyable. They
would also like something done to tackle dog fouling and could look at
designing posters to raise awareness.
Access to the school was felt to be a key matter by all stakeholders.
There is an alternative access point which is currently permanently
locked for health and safety reasons. This gate links to newly built
walking and cycling routes, has space for parents to wait and the bike
shelter is just within the gates.
The Local Authority will be exploring the feasibility of parking restrictions
to ease some of the inappropriate parking it causes.
21
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Getting ready to review
Make a note of your main reasons for carrying out a School Route
Review.

Who is the best person to lead on this? Think about how much time it
might take.

Who is in your team? Try and get a mix of people involved from the
school and the wider school community.

Plan your publicity. You can mix it up with posters, letters, social media.

Classroom activities. These can help identify the routes and the
problems to look out for.

22

Set the date and time. Put the poster up in school.

Choose your route and briefly explain why.

Risk assessment of the route and activity.

Send out invitations to a wide selection of stakeholders, use the letters in
the useful links page.

Make a list

What to take


Map
Notepaper
Camera

List of issues to look out for.
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Walking the walk
Make a note of the time and date of your review and what the weather
is like.

Record your key findings

Pavement parkin
g
Litter
Zebra crossing

Reporting the review
Make sure you debrief
and agree which things
you want to report.


cil
Eco Coun
updates
Letter to
parents
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Who are you going to report to? Who is interested? Who can help make
things happen?

How you are going to report your findings might depend on who they
are being reported to.

Making things happen
Quick wins.

Start walking.

Bigger things.
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